Abstract. Plasma beta in Magnetized Target Fusion (MTF) systems is sometimes much greater than 1, and the plasma may be in direct contact with the imploding liner. Plasma processes are strongly dominated by interparticle collisions. Under such conditions, the plasma microturbulence, behavior of alpha particles, and plasma equilibria are very different from conventional fusion systems. The present paper contains the most comprehensive analysis of the corresponding phenomena to date. 2D numerical simulations of plasma convection in the targets of a diffuse pinch type demonstrate an onset of convection in this configuration.
Introduction
Magnetized target fusion is based on the quasi-adiabatic compression of a dense magnetized plasma by an imploding liner (see [1] [2] [3] and refs. therein). Possible plasma configurations include field reversed configuration (FRC), spheromaks, diffuse pinches, mirrors, and others (see [4] for more detail). The relative compactness of MTF systems, combined with the relative simplicity of the drivers may allow the development of an attractive fusion reactor [3] . Plasma β in MTF systems is large, sometimes significantly exceeding unity. In some versions of MTF systems (e.g., [2] ) the plasma is supposed to be in direct contact with the imploding liner (so called wall confinement, [5] ). The present paper contains the most comprehensive analysis of the corresponding phenomena to date. Another set of issues, mostly related to gross equilibrium and stability of one of the favorite MTF configurations -the FRC -will be covered in [6] . For most recent published results related to this latter set of problems see [7] [8] [9] . Key parameters of the systems which we will discuss below, are provided in TABLE I. E ("elongation") is the ratio of the plasma length to the plasma radius a. 1 -A compact, high-density MTF target half-way through the implosion. 2 -The same target near the point of the maximum compression [2] . 3 -FRC experiment at LANL [10] , with a magnetically confined FRC; the average β is 0.5, whereas β =2 which we are referring to in the rest of the table is taken halfway between the O-point and the separatrix. 4 -Proposed inverse-pinch experiment at UN Reno; the value for a is radial length-scale of the plasma compressed against the external wall, the wall radius is R=10 cm; in this case we define E as E=R/a. The parameters ε, µ, M 0 , and s are defined in the next section.
Plasma microinstabilities
Because of a high plasma density, the MTF system may show a reasonable performance even if the cross-field transport coefficients are comparable with the Bohm diffusion coefficient, D cT eB Bohm = /16 [2] . However, Ref. [11] where a high-beta plasma confinement was analyzed for the collisionless plasmas, predicts transport coefficients as high as 10D Bohm which are unacceptably high. It was pointed out in [12] that the results of [11] cannot be applied to MTF plasmas because of their high collisionality. Here we present a summary of a systematic assessment of a plasma transport in MTF systems, within the mixing-length theory (the same as in [11, 12] ).
The applicability of a collisional approximation can be characterized by the two parameters, ε≡ρ i λ i /a 2 , and µ≡λ i /aE, which must be small to have the wave frequency smaller than the ion collision frequency, and mean free path shorter than the parallel wave length (a is the plasma radius, λ i is the ion mean free path, ρ i is the ion gyroradius). We use also derived parameters M 0 ≡8µ 2 /ε 2 β and s a E i = ≡ / / ρ µ ε (TABLE I) . We assume that the unperturbed state corresponds to equal electron and ion temperatures, but, in perturbations, the electron-ion energy exchange is negligible and, even for the smallest parallel (to the magnetic field) wave number, k z~1 /Ea, the parallel electron thermal conductivity keeps the electron temperature uniform along the (perturbed) field lines.
Dispersion relations for a number of cases of interest for MTF can be found in [13] , which contains a wealth of information on drift instabilitites. As shown in [12] , the instability is strongest for the smallest possible parallel wave number compatible with the size of the system. Therefore, we take k z =1/Ea. After that, we look for a maximum of Imω/k y 2 over k y which (maximum) we use as a measure of the diffusion coefficient. For large betas, β>>1, the result can be presented in a universal form, as shown in Fig. 1 In the case of a configuration of the type of a diffuse pinch, (topologically equivalent to the so called MAGO configuration [14] ), where only the azimuthal magnetic field is present, there exists a special mode of purely axisymmetric perturbations (analogous to a mode with k z =0). For this mode effects of the magnetic field line curvature are dominant [13] , and the stability criterion is identical to the MHD stability criterion [15] . In particular, in the case of a uniform pressure the plasma is universally stable.
We considered also a high-frequency current-driven lower-hybrid (LH) instability [e.g., 16, 17] that is thought [18] 
Evaluation of the role of fusion alpha particles
MTF systems of the batch-burn type [2, 3] favor lower plasma temperatures than reactors based on standard MFE systems (7-8 keV instead of 20-30 keV), meaning much lower relative density and pressure of the slowing-down α−particles (by a factor of 10-100 less than in conventional MFE systems [19] ). Accordingly, in MTF systems, the α−particles pressure leads only to small corrections to MHD equilibrium and stability; kinetic instabilities are stabilized by strong plasma collisionality. We conclude that there is no significant adverse effect due to alpha particles in batch-burn MTF systems.
A magnitude of a favorable effect of α−particles (a direct plasma heating) depends on the ratio of the slowing-down time to the residence time of α−particles. In the case of a diffuse pinch topology, it has been shown by direct numerical simulation that for the field-times-radius parameter BR>1 Tm (teslameters) the energy deposition in the plasma is substantially increased over the zero field value. The increase is dependent on field geometry and on the field gradients.
Results for a static azimuthal field having two very different gradients and for a uniform azimuthal field have been used to deduce an approximate dependence on the field gradient of the fraction of the alpha particle energy deposited within a spherical target, the plasma pressure in the compressed state significantly exceeds the magnetic pressure inside the plasma. Mechanical equilibrium is then provided by transferring the plasma pressure to the wall [5] .
[There exist also other versions of MTF, where plasma is separated from the wall by a large vacuum gap [21, 22] .] The pressure may be transferred to the wall either directly, as a gaseous pressure, or via the magnetic pressure, through a cushion of a strong magnetic field formed near the wall because of cooling and compression of a near-wall plasma [23, 24] .
We present a series of 1D cylindrical (B= B z (r) only) simulations describing the behavior of a plasma in direct contact with the liner. A programmed, nearly self-similar radial and axial convergence [2] is applied that mocks up the dynamics of self-consistent liner motion. The trajectory is given by:
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with C being the radial convergence, taken as C=10, and k=0.5. For the initial plasma parameters, we choose, n=10 18 cm -3 , T=100 eV, B=100 kG, r 0 =1 cm. The velocity source corresponding to this trajectory is applied to the outside of a 500mm thick Al liner, with initial velocity of 5x10 5 cm/sec. The source is corrected for liner thickening as the material converges so that the liner interior approximately follows the desired trajectory.
Braginski equations are used. Important new ingredients of this set of simulations are a careful analysis of radiative losses from the dense sheath that forms near the wall, modeled with multi-group diffusion, and a detailed characterization of the transition between the plasma and the liner, including a realistic conductivity model [25] and equation of state. The results are shown in Fig. 3 .
It was shown in [26] β . For the plasma parameters mentioned in the first two lines of Table 1 this yields an acceptable implosion velocitỹ 10 6 cm/s. In addition, in systems with a modest β, formation of a high-field layer where κ decreases and density ceases to increase leads to a suppression of the radiative term in the aforementioned integral. Another
. The constant C depends on the plasma temperature, the field gradient length, and the target radius. Using the constant D=0.2 g/cm 2 [20] and fractional deposition at a single point (BR =1 Tm and ρR=0.01 gm/cm 2 ), one finds that C =0.117 T -2 m -1 . The figure 2 shows the agreement of this approximation (bold dashed lines) with particle tracking calculations for two cases (ρR = 0.01 and 0.001 gm/cm2).
Wall confinement.
In some versions of MTF (for more detail see [2] ), 
Fig. 3 Normalized density (ρ(r)/ρ(r=0) in red), temperature (T(r)/T(r=0) in violet) and magnetic field (B(r)/B(r=0) in blue) are plotted vs. normalized radius (r/r fuel ) near peak compression. The plasma beta (8πp/B
2 ) is plotted in black. Poor electrical conductivity of the wall material near the DT plasma edge leads to induction of current and a minimum of beta within the DT plasma.
factor that may prevent the radiative collapse from happening, is a cooling flow that establishes in the bulk plasma [23] .
The solution of this non-steady state problem obtained in our numerical simulations revealed the following interesting features: although a cushion of strong magnetic field is indeed formed near the wall, the pressure is transferred to the wall material mostly as a gas-kinetic pressure as seen in Fig.3 ; the thickness of the evaporated and partly ionized wall material is comparable to the thickness of the high magnetic field region; The resulting nτ for the simulation is 6.5 x 10 13 , with τ taken as the fuel stored energy divided by the loss rate at peak compression.
Another new result is the generation of a plasma shear flow in the y direction in the course of a compression (with x being the radial direction, and z being the direction of the magnetic field). The source term for this motion is a gyroviscosity. Taking 
Equilibrium and convection of the plasma configuration of the type of a diffuse pinch
As a first step in the analysis of 2D features of the plasma behavior, we consider a configuration of the type of an inverse pinch, i.e., a system where plasma with initial embedded magnetic field is compressed against an outer wall. An experiment to study the rate of heat loss by conduction to the cold boundaries has been proposed at the University of Nevada, Reno. The proposed configuration is being examined using the 2D MHD code MHRDR [28] .
Calculations have been done in both 1D and 2D using Braginskii coefficients, a single-temperature fluid, and Ohm's law in the form E+(1/c)v×B=ηj [29] . In a chamber 40-cm long, with 2-cm radius inner conductor surrounded by an insulator and 10-cm radius outer conductor (Fig 4) , the Zebra pulsed power supply at the Nevada Terawatt Facility would generate 0.5-1 MA rising in 100-200 ns. An outwardly accelerated current sheet starts at the inner insulating surface, and collides with the outer conductor. Radial kinetic energy is mostly dissipated within 1 or 2 µs giving T>100 eV when using an initial fill of 5-50 mtorr deuterium. The hot plasma is held against the outer conducting boundary and cools in about 10 µs through classical cross-field thermal conduction. Radial magneto-acoustic oscillations are excited that damp more slowly and persist for about 5 µs, a time comparable to the cooling time. An axisymmetric plasma equilibrium in such a system is possible only if the contours of the plasma pressure p=const are nested cylinders (Cf. [30] ). As plasma at the ends is in contact with cold electrodes, the plasma pressure necessarily becomes dependent on the axial coordinate, the equilibrium condition breaks down, and plasma convection ensues. The contact of the plasma with the cold wall during the acceleration phase may give rise to an instability [31] related to Rayleigh-Taylor mode and called in [31] "wall instability." In the present calculations, kinetic energy associated with convection grows and then saturates at a low level (a few percent) compared with the thermal energy.
In calculations, sometimes an approximate equilibrium is observed in which radial current flow crossed with the azimuthal field approximately balances pressure gradients in the axial direction. An example of this quasi equilibrium is seen in Fig. 5 , where pressure contours in color are seen to be located close to the same places in space where enclosed current contours exist. Structures of the type seen in Fig. 5 are seen to persist for times comparable to the 10-µs thermal cooling time.
Summary
We have demonstrated that microturbulence and associated anomalous transport do not impose serious constraints on the performance of the MTF systems. Equally, confinement deterioration caused by the fusion α-particles is insignificant. Wall confinement at moderate betas (β~10) is not accompanied by catastrophic radiative losses from the dense plasma near the wall. The proposed UN-Reno inverse pinch experiment would allow studying issues of MHD equilibrium, stability, turbulence, and heat loss in curved magnetic field.
